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Bandit Smart Tag

The Bandit Smart Tag stands out as a cutting-edge solution tailored for the advanced security of boxed merchandise, offering 
both enhanced protection and user-friendly functionality for your employees. Its design prioritizes efficiency, ensuring faster 
application and removal by authorized detacher's compared to any other EAS box tag in the market. Beyond its speed, the Bandit 
Smart Tag can be customized with up to four distinct alarm levels, providing a versatile and robust defense mechanism against 
theft or tampering. This innovative security feature not only safeguards your valuable merchandise but also provides a 
comprehensive solution to meet the evolving challenges of retail security.
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Innovators in theft reduction

The Bandit Tag simplifies the secure attachment of boxed merchandise, ensuring a reliable solution for your inventory needs. The 
Bandit Tag introduces a user-friendly slide lever feature that activates the smart tag when engaged, allowing for effortless one-
handed operation. The tag smoothly releases upon deactivation, thanks to an automatic unlocking mechanism tied to the lever. 
Enhancing functionality, the bottom plunger detects surface contact with precision.  The Bandit Tag full-size plunger, equipped 
with an anti-slip backing for maximum surface contact and a secure hold. 

Remote Alarm:
In the event of an attack to a tag, the Wi-Fi visual and audible remote alarm (Bubble) activates with a high pitch sound this 
empowers Loss Prevention to address the incedent within the store vs at the door. Supported by cloud-based data storage 
allows LP departments to conduct comprehensive forensic investigations, tracking alarms with video data categorized by store 
location, department, and time of day. 

Option 4 Alarm: WG's patented IR technology guarantees an elevated level of security. Available in 58kz, 8.2 kHz fand RFID 
requencies

EAS Alarm: In an armed status, any event that brings the tag into the EAS system's field will 
prompt the tag to self-alarm, simultaneously triggering the EAS system to alarm.

Remote Alarm: Upon activation of the tag's alarm, a signal is transmitted to the remote alarm 
reader, resulting in synchronous alarm activation.

Removal of the Tag with an S3 Key: To remove the tag, the sales associate places the S3 Key on 
the tag aligning the ears of the key with the indents on the Bandit Tag the locking lever 
automatically shifts to the unlocked position. With the tag now deactivated, the sales associate 
can safely remove it from the package box.

Removal of the Tag with IR detacher: To remove the tag, the sales associate places the tagged 
merchandise on the detacher ensuring precise alignment of the IR window on the tag with the IR 
transmitter window on the detacher. A beep from the tag signals successful deactivation, and the 
locking lever automatically shifts to the unlocked position. With the tag now deactivated, the 
sales associate can safely remove it from the package box.

Measurements: 
Width: 1.377” 
Length: 2.7”
Thickness: 0.5”

Band Length 4"    Expands to 8"
Band Length  10" Expands to 20"
Band Length  15" Expands to 25" 
Band Length  20" Expands to 35" 
Band Length  25" Expands to 45"




